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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in
from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending
this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If
you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we
will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the
problems/solutions involved.
Update 1.0.1.76 is Available for Downloading
The updated version 1.0.1.76 is now available for download and has fixed several
glitches in the Officials Work Record section and an incorrect interpretation of a fast
Jump time in the 82m segment.
Officials Work Record Updates
The records on the Master computer were getting updated by imports from the Satellite
computer when the Master contains a more up to date file entry. The Officials Work
Record entries were not properly updating using the “Last Update Date/Time” stamp
whichever computer wrote the newer information. This has been fixed and the file will
now contain the most up to date information from the Satellite computers and the Master
computer after the importing of the event scoring files to the Master computer file.
Time of Performance Bubble Added to Event Scoring Screens
For those of us that score class ELR tournaments, the Technical Controller is always
bugging us for the time stamp on the performance, so that they can go back to their
video/DVR recorders to locate the performance/passes time. Dave has added a “Bubble”
that will appear that will show the “Last Update Date/Time” stamp for the skier.
Slalom and Jump Time/Date “Bubble”
In the event scoring panel hover over the mouse pointer over the “RD” (round)
cell (first cell on scoring line) and you will see the date/time that the pass was
scored.
Trick Time/Date “Bubble”
The Bubble is located in the “Score” cell (4th cell to the right) in the left hand
panel (not in trick pass scoring panel) which contains the list of your skiers in the
various scoring categories that you are using for your tournament.
Incorrect Rule Interpretation in 82m Segment Fast Time
When a skier had a fast 82m segment and a good 41m segment time, the results indicated
a fast first segment with a mandatory reride, if the jump was the longest in the set, but
was showing that the score was protected. This was incorrect and has been corrected to
show that the reride jump does not have a protected score per the rules.

AWSA Records List Updated
The AWSA Records contained in this program version have been updated and are the
current event records that have been approved by the Technical committee and the
President of AWSA.
Version 1.0.1.77 Update
Version 1.0.1.27 will be out in the next few days that will have the 2014 NOPS data
tables for your 2014 sanctioned tournaments. The data tables will be effective when you
enter the sanction number in the Tournament Setup screen.
Big Dawg Head to Head Scoring
Mark Harvat and I will be scoring the Big Dawg Finals on Thursday and Friday during
the Nationals and if you would like to drop by and talk about the Head to Head scoring
format in WSTIMS for Windows, we welcome you to drop by and visit.
We look forward to seeing you in West Palm Beach.

